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        Printable Monthly Calendar

Printable Monthly Calendar - Free download and print 12 months calendar template. All calendars can be editable and available in many styles such as blank template, included holidays or notes space.
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Vertical (portrait)

This style produces a single page mothly calendar in Portrait layout. Below the main calendar, a notes space is displayed. Select the month which you need then download, edit or add any special information before print.
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        Yearly Calendars

As well as monthly calendar, you can also download yearly calendar with a variety of styles. Select any style which you need then download and print.
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        About Printable Calendar

Calendars have been in use for over a long time period. It is the basic need to all because it help us in many ways. It work as reminder in very low cost. It is used in every field in life and most of the people use these calendar for making their schedule. And Printable Monthly Calendar is one of some good site for you.

Calendar is very important part of the daily basis life, to know about the day and date we need to look at it. So What is a calendar?

- A calendar is a chart or device which displays the date and the day of the week, and often the whole of a particular year divided up into months, weeks, and days.

- A calendar is a particular system for dividing time into periods such as years, months, and weeks, often starting from a particular point in history.

- Calendar is a table showing days, weeks, and months of a year, a list or schedule, a list of meetings or things you have to do at particular times.

- A calendar is also a system for deciding the beginning and end of years, their total length, and the parts into which they are divided.


There are many calendar type such as Gregorian calendar, Jewish calendar, Julian calendar, Revolutionary calendar, Roman calendar but the Gregorian calendar is used today in most parts of the world.


Calendar year is Twelve-month period starting with January 1 and ending with December 31, and which has 365 days in non leap years and 366 days in a leap year. Also called civil year.

Calendar month is a whole month as on a calendar, from the 1st to the 28th, 30th or 31st.


        Why should we need a calendar?


Have your ever thought Why is calendar important? or Why should we need a calendar? There are several reasons for that but here are some reasons why people need a calendar.

	Planning the daily activities


Obtain a calendar or planner. Make sure the calendar has appropriate space for you to list your tasks. Some calendars offer weekly, daily, or hourly planners.

	Keeping a track of events


Birthdays, soccer games, office parties - they all have a place on your favorite calendar. A few event-tracking calendars will keep you updated about what is happening across various topics.

	Staying organized and enhancing productivity


While organizing your calendar is something we all know that we should do, it is usually a task that end-up brushing off. As a result, we end-up having days filled with overlapping meetings and to-do-lists that don't get completed.

	Planning efficiently and meeting the deadlines


Print out a calendar with the dates for your vacation, then sit down with your family to plan out your activities.

	Remembering birthdays and keeping commitments


Print out a blank yearly calendar, and highlight the days for birthdays, anniversaries, or other celebrations. It is an easy, quick reference.

	Managing the daily schedule


If you are getting ready for a marathon or other athletic event, you can use a printed calendar to write out your training plan. Put it where you can see it while you train for easy reference.

	Remembering important dates


Perpetual Calendar is the best way to remember or memorize important dates. It keep track of friend and family birthdays, anniversaries and all other recurring special occasions.

	Alleviating the anxiety and stress


Stress and anxiety are common experiences for most people. Having a plan in place for the next necessary action can help to keep this anxiety at bay. Effective time management strategies can help people to focus on one task at a time. A daily planners or activity calendar can help, as can resisting the urge to multitask.

	Knowing the important festival dates


There are many calendar which included all national and international important days and festival dates so you can follow along through the year.


With everything you have going on, you probably couldn't make it through the day without your calendar. It is your to-do list, your daily planner, or even your general lifeline...

        Calendar Tips

Calendars are easy to personalize, depending on your work habits, access to technology and other preferences. Regardless of which route you choose, here are some insightful tips to get the most out of keeping your calendar:

	Color code your various schedules at work, home, school, etc to easily distinguish where you spend your time.
	Keep your calendar in a location that is easily accessible and visible.
	Plan study times at consistent times to encourage the habit of studying.
	Want to use electronic and paper calendars? Keep both for different uses or in separate locations. For example, use a paper month-view calendar for special events and an electronic week or day-view calendar for more detailed assignments, meetings, etc.
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